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Anthony Quintano / CC-BY 2.0 While different fox breeds have different colors, in general, foxes are small canine mammals with a full layer of fur, sharp ears, long bodies and distinctive bushy tails. Foxes walk on four legs and have small heads with long snouts and stinted teeth. Foxes are small mammals; depending on the breed, they can weigh anywhere from 6-25 pounds. Red
foxes, which are the most emblematic fox breed, have bright orange-red fur with black, white and brown accents. Grey foxes have mostly grey fur, with some red, white or black details, while acrtic foxes tend to be completely white, except for eyes, noses and blades. Megan Fox may be typecast as the bodacious brunette in the impossibly over-the-top action movies, but have you
ever thought that it might not just be the brain behind beauty? would be, the brain of a marine biologist. Acer, who previously allowed Keifer Sutherland to break away from this explosive hero character and pursue his passion for cupcakes, throws Fox as a tender-soul-like smartto-in-a-kind to communicate meaningfully with dolphins. Instead, a fox distracted the brushes on a script
pitch involving her being in space in her underwear. Instead, she pursues her passion for working with marine wildlife. First stop, freeing the lobsters tied into the restaurant's aquarium. Acer's Ultrabook campaign encourages users to explore beyond their limits. Fox inspires a team of sea scientists with soft jaws and scared of women to do whatever they ask, which includes an
elaborate process of teaching language and decoding a dolphin's communication. After 103 days of speech training, bedtime reading, recalibrating software and stuttering coos of brilliant you are, Xenia dolphin is finally understood in english terms. Megan Fox beams, crew celebrates, and congratulatory hugs and last handshakes just a little too long. As part of the ongoing launch
of Acer's new products, the spot-from the agency Mama London and director Ivan Zacharias-is an ode enduring to possibilities. And it almost makes you think megan Fox missed her call. Okay, not really. It is not news to point out that this year brought with it a rebirth and newfound appreciation for the beginning and mid-aughts, especially the beauty of the era and fashion
signatures. Already, I've seen the excellent reimagined take on Juicy Tubes, chunky highlights, and chihuahua-sized handbags (though I may have to draw the line from ultra low-rise jeans). A major trend making a constant revival back in the beauty stratosphere is something dramatic enough to change the whole look, but accessible enough for anyone to try: we're talking about
thinner, more angular eyebrows inspired by the sultry '00femme femme fatales like Megan Fox. I spoke to two of the most Eyebrow artists in the world to learn everything we could about the trend, from knowing if the shape is right for your face to exactly what to ask for at the salon. Here's the full guide '00s-style, Megan Fox Eyebrows: The last 10 years have been driven by thick,
fluffy eyebrows popularized by stars like Cara Delevingne and Lily Collins. Thought of as a lower maintenance version of the ultra-weak eyebrows of the new millennium, fuller eyebrows have been described as youthful, statement-making, and a little bohemian. But the complete eyebrow trend is not optimal for every face. Not to mention, not everyone can grow bushy eyebrows.
Enter: the so-called Megan Fox Eyebrows. They're arched, shy, mysterious, a little dangerous. Think bond bombshell movie that double-cross it in the end. If you've spent any time on TikTok or Twitter, you've probably seen legions of young Y2K fans sharing supercuts of their favorite movies, actresses, and aesthetics, with Megan Fox the ultimate ruling. Comments all praise Fox
acting and style, but there is a feature everyone hyper-fixed on: those high-end drama. Before lifting a nary brush, no wax strips, though, assess the shape of your own face, eyes, and bone structure to determine whether Megan Fox eyebrows are the way to go. Slanted eyebrows are great on rounder or fuller shapes of the face, says Malynda Boom Boom Vigliotti, master
eyebrow artist and owner of Boom Boom Brow Bar in NEW YORK, explaining that style can balance features and create more pleasant proportions. Instead, they can read as rough or even angry on a thinner or angler face, she says Byrdie exclusively. I would think of myself, will this style balance my natural features if I'm not wearing any makeup? It's also important to take stock of
your current eyebrows and think about how they will translate into a new style. Today Sacks, the leading expert at Hawthorne Studio, points out that those with uneven or rare heads might require more makeup than more relaxed styles. When self-assessment, Sacks says Byrdie, I would think of myself, will this style balance my natural features if I'm not wearing any makeup? A
thicker, dense and broader forehead is a better candidate for this style. Experts Sacks and Boom Boom both agree that the foray into fatal femme eyebrows is probably best left to a professional given the complicated nature of the more significant bows. According to Boom Boom, the key to any perfect eyebrow shape is symmetry, which can be hard to measure on your own face.
If you've ever tried to equal in line just to end up with it completely overcoming the cover, you know exactly what it means. In addition, experts are aware of things that many of us would not realize. Most people think that when they remove the hair from the front of the forehead bone, they are creating a better bow, Boom Boom says. In turn, they make rainbows. We spend a lot of
time at Boom Boom showing increase and can get a stronger angle. Personally, Boom Boom prefers to work with wax for a cleaner feel and has even developed an in-house line of low-temperature wax formulated with soothing plants to soothe sensitive skin. Boom Boom Brow Bar Bar Wax $6-Pack $96 Shop At the salon, requires pronounced arching and a very sharp, defined
shape, Today Sacks says. Communication is essential, so don't be afraid to bring visual references and photos to make sure you can explain exactly what you're looking for. If there is no way to make it to a pro forehead, Boom Boom has a few hard and fast rules to consider before going to town on your own eyebrows: shape with a pencil in front of a regular mirror first, and then
tweeze in a magnification mirror. Trying to shape overgrown eyebrows can lead to unnatural shapes or accidental over-aplacement. Once your eyebrows are shaped exactly the way you like it, it's time for the really fun part: makeup. If you are using a lot of products, Sacks says to consider eyebrow tinting at a salon. Too much makeup in the forehead or heavy products makes the
hairs crack, she explains. It is better to teach heavy lifting on to a tint than potentially making your own eyebrows even rarer with thick cream and rigid gels. Gentle application of cold-pressed castor oil can lead to increased eyebrows, Sacks says, and recommends it to all customers. Ricinoleic acid, which comprises almost 90 percent of castor oil, is often used to target hair loss
and patchiness. For the most natural look, Sacks recommends a simple eyebrow powder and a slanted brush to fill the gaps. Try the powder part of Laura Mercier Sketch &amp; Intensified Pomade and Brow Powder Duo ($28) for a soft, full forehead that never seems overwhelmed by the product. Sacks likes to follow with a gentle eyebrow setter like Chantecaille Full Brow
Perfecting Gel ($40) to keep the hairs in place. Chantecaille Full Brow Perfecting Gel $40 Shop Although it's just now on its way up, it's clear that Megan Fox-inspired eyebrow trend is one that's here to stay, but that's not to say we're saying goodbye to the bold and bushy eyebrows we've been loving so much in this decade. It's a fun thing after this year to think about changing
eyebrows, Boom Boom's optimistic highlights. They are also expressive, so I feel like they too can help us communicate with our masks on and hopefully spread some love. Ten months after giving birth to her son, Noah, Megan Fox is pregnant again! (She's probably at least three months away because she's making the announcement.) Jessica Simpson's daughter Maxwell was
just seven months old when her mother announced she was pregnant again with son Ace. Jessica admitted that her son was a surprise, but Megan said she always wanted a big family, so she could have planned this pregnancy for her children to be close to age. Experts recommend a woman should wait at least months before getting pregnant again to allow her body to return to
her pre-baby form and prepare for another pregnancy. But many mothers swear to have their children almost old, known as chicken bunching. That way, Mom and Dad can get all the hard years out of the way at once. You're still used to changing diapers and running with zero sleep, so it's less of a shock to you. You. Bonus: since the oldest is still so young, when #2 child comes
along, it is less likely he/she will be jealous, or have that famous brother rivalry so many parents worry about. Soon, they will be enjoying the same activities too, so you don't have to entertain each of them separately. And they'll go to the same school at the same time for a few years, which makes it convenient for pick-ups and deliveries. Many nurseries and classes also offer
discounts for siblings, so it's also a money saver. Speaking of money, carts, car seats, clothes - everything is so expensive. So it's nice that you can recycle your tools easily without having to stay in storage for years, taking space. And for working moms, it's great to just take a long break to have kids rather than having her career be interrupted a few times, which can make it
harder to climb the corporate ladder. Of course, one of the biggest disadvantages of having children almost older is your mental health! You will have much more stress and much less sleep! But if you don't get too overwhelmed, there are many advantages to going down the path of Jessica and Megan. TELL US: What do you think is the ideal age between children? Image by
Megan Fox courtesy of Shutterstock. Shutterstock.
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